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Can a photographer both document the contemporary urban situation while at the same time suggest 
alternative strategies for living in our world?  
Spanish photographer Dionisio González does just this, creating images that, on one hand, are precise 
depictions of the favelas in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, and on the other are an innovative, ecological 
and stimulating hypothesis of how to restructure and improve these make-shift settlements. Winner of the 
prestigious Pilar Juncosa Sotheby’s Award from the Pilar and Joan Miró Foundation, this photographer 
(born in Gijón in 1965) uses digital manipulation as a poetic designing tool. Instead of putting himself up 
against the social and urban complexity of these spaces, he brings into bloom new fantasy-laden dwel-
lings in the midst of the huts and impromptu shelters, dwellings that seem born directly of the dreams and 
creative vitality of the inhabitants of the favelas themselves. 

Shown recently at the Venice Biennale of Architecture and the Landemuseum Joanneum in Graz, his 
photographs dedicated to these Brazilian shanty towns emerge as a sort of playful and respectful project 
of sustainable architecture because they indicate a way for urban renewal that does not go against what 
already exists—as happens in many urban planning projects imposed from above—but rather build on 
the energy and potential intrinsic to the favelas. His objective is to recover and highlight what is hinted at 
below the surface, what seems to lack order and have escaped planning control: that intricate network 
of experiences, lifestyles, gestures and states of being which, like a program in the midst of continuous 
change and proliferation, creates a hybrid sort of development made up of successive layers of accumu-
lation and overlapping. 

Dionisio González’s colorful and lively works that are both critical yet laden with proposals, are not only 
the result of a conceptually innovative use of Photoshop, they are also in concert with other internatio-
nally-known photographers (such as Carlos Garaicoa, Maria Papadimitriou, Marjetica Potrc and Michael 
Rakowitz) who are involved in not only transforming their artistic woks into a reflection on the current 
state of environmental collapse in which much of mankind lives, but above all into a stimulus that is both 
project-oriented and poetic. 
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In the late Nineties you created a number of light boxes centered on the human figure. Then, in your “Si-
tu-Actiones” series you completely changed your subject and shifted your attention to crumbling buildings 
in Havan. Can you tells us brought about this change and what your goals were in your work on Cuba?

 I was indeed working on the human figure in the late 1990s, and with a more threedimensional concept 
of the photographic image, but already in those accumulations (rooms), there was a preoccupation with 
inhabiting; in this case I extracted the characters from the different internet forums and photographed 
them, gave them panoptic visibility and small habitats, packed them into cubes simulating what are called 
cells or rooms in cybernetic language, that is private spaces, mailgroups for textual dialogue, and created 
a community with a kind of predominantly visual human beehive of a group of individuals who traveled 
around the web with anonymity and a camouflaged identity. In the “La Havana” series there is confluence 
of visuality, but here the subject diffuses behind the extreme ‘window dressing’ of the ruin. The vision of 
the ruin inevitably includes a poetic art, of space in extinction. They are sub-species of depreciated archi-
tecture. In this way political and social problems remain hidden from the visitor from the outside, through 
pure fascination, behind the historical projection, that is, the city’s decadent splendor. In short, the ruin 
occupies the stridency of the western shop window, it is an advertisement. Thus, the digital interferences 
I carried out on the ruin stressed this tendency ironically.

Your most recent project centers on the favelas in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. How and when was this 
project born and what was the intent behind it? 
Since part of my previous project had a bearing on vigilance, it was logical that after my first trips to Brazil 
I should be surprised by an architecture that was not planned, with irregular settlements, the structural lo-
gic of which was exclusive, dissolving the gaze. Actually, these districts act as counter-panoptics, becau-
se of their overcrowding removed from a co-active, investigative or police vigilance system. One could 
say that shantytowns act against the state, as an insurrectional system against the gaze. Furthermore, I 
found it paradoxical that the few serious interventions made by the municipality of São Paulo were aimed 
at the demolition of these districts and at verticalization. 
The Cingapura Project, for example, which is Brazil’s most important shantytown re-urbanization and ver-
ticalization program, sought to reduce and prevent crime, gain access to communications, the use and 
generation of energy, a drinking water supply and of course, city planning and regulations. But it ended 
up as a failure because among many other irregularities, as a project it did not unfurl an architecture and 
city planning program, the intervention was not discussed with those who dwelled in the shantytown and 
it left those buildings already erected to deteriorate—insular deterioration— because the “favela” grew up 
around a vertical development potential which was proscribed amongst the shacks. 
There was also a hidden intention: that the landless, those invisible to the system, should finally be cata-
logued. That is to say, they should be prescribed some kind of morality since a usage of their pre-defined 
space was being secured for them. From the very beginning I thought of alternative projects to these 
proletarian parks of verticalized operative houses. Among many other circumstances, to avoid a rupture 
of group identities and the social and symbolic de-categorization of their inhabitants. On the other hand, 
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and in spite of the fact that it may seem contradictory, there are certain aesthetic and urban values, es-
tablished for decades now, characteristic of their dwellers/architects, which can be recovered through a 
constructive policy that is attentive to these assumptions. 

So you use Photoshop not so much for questioning our perception of reality or suggesting an imaginary 
world, but rather to create a sort of alternative urban and architectural project to the destruction of the 
favelas? Who or what inspired you in these imaginary architectural structures? 
Yes, Photoshop and other programs do give me a volume of intervention that would be impossible in 
physical terms. When I made the Cuba series I called it “Situ-actions” because as with this one, there was 
a genuine desire for architectural intervention in situ. At the same time, it enables me to delve further into 
the preoccupations of a city planner and project architect. For me, an essential fact in these images is that 
all the housing models, their distribution and the unique architectures are designed and executed by me 
for specific, singular spaces (singular because they are extreme). Actually, aside from the photographs I 
have been generating three-dimensional prototypes, perfectly adjustable to those “other spaces”, hetero-
topias to use Foucault’s term, created by non-architects. This non-architecture serves as a model for me. 

In order to underscore their sorry state, many when they photograph the favelas tend to create dark and 
dramatic images. In your works, on the other hand, we find ourselves faced with often very colorful and 
even happy and charming images. What lies behind this choice? Do you use Photoshop to modify the 
hues? 
The favela contains truly interesting aspects for city planners and architects, such as the lack of differen-
tiation between private and public space, group protection and the mobility of its architectural spaces, 
which are in a constant state of permutation, tidying up or adding modules onto the base, depending 
on the deterioration or the economic means of their dwellers. But a particular dignity accompanies the 
Brazilian favela-dweller. The more miserable the favelas—that is, when they are generated by fragments of 
heteroclite materials obtained from the city surplus, and the execution of them depends on the materials 
gathered and not on a preliminary project—the more color is used as a “dignifying” element of this first 
basis of a dwelling-shelter. So even though it may seem incredible, I do not modify the colors, although I 
may correct levels. 
What I am concerned with is finding good light conditions when I take these photographs since the 
dangerousness of these spaces, where one is extremely vulnerable, prevents me from stopping at all, let 
alone using a tripod. But apart from the light, I do agree with you that my images do not seek drama; I 
shy away from that post-modern trope that beckons us towards things horrifying; I prefer to pursue the 
Benjaminian idea that the experience of poverty obliges us to think of a new positive concept of savagery. 
And it seems we don’t realize that on our planet over one thousand million people live in shantytowns and 
that this figure will double in two decades. Perhaps we have not appreciated the fact that these figures 
introduce us into the experience of proximity, and not that of otherness. 
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Your work seems to me to be in search of alternative ways of inhabiting that start from people’s actual 
lives and their creative potential. This approach is decidedly different from that of many photographers 
who, on location, create what are basically documentaries. If anything, your photographs seem to har-
monize with those of Cuban photographer Carlos Garaicoa or Slovenian artist Marjetica Potrc who works 
to grasp the vitality found in shanty towns and to experiment with actual alternative projects in the field of 
urban infrastructure. Do you feel you share things with them? 
With Marjetica Potrc I share—as with some architects—the perspective that underlying the typological 
pattern of the shantytown, of the informal city, are virtues linked to selfsufficiency, local knowledge and 
creative and identity-based solutions in a time in which the social state—in reality the political control of 
social life—is under threat, to say the least. Perhaps we also share the fact that we are interested in cities 
that grow up like colossi and the will to introduce the desire for self-representation and visibility of the 
populist “nonarchitecture” into contemporary forums. 

The favelas are labyrinthian urban zones comprised of winding alleys and disorderly agglomerations in 
continuous develop and change. The processes of growth in these spaces are spontaneous and go 
beyond visual control, of so-called panoptic power. In your images, however, the favelas unfold in a very 
orderly and linear way. How did you accomplish this? Why did you choose this type of front-on, external 
shooting perspective? Have you also taken photographs that show the favelas from the inside? 
There are two reasons why I present the images in linear fashion. The first one responds to the real impos-
sibility of visual comprehension of the favela for the spectator due, precisely, to its panoptical nature. That 
is to say, the favela is the counter-figure of open spaces, in a way they are light-suppressing edifications. 
Their inhabitants are not registered in percentage terms, the police have no access, their modular system 
is the fruit of the surpluses of a fundamentalist ultra-liberalism. Together with funerary constructions, fa-
velas are the only emblems of darkness and non-vigilance. Actually it is very easy to lose oneself in their 
labyrinths. In a way, it is as though I cancelled out a first line of shacks so that the spectator has access to 
the second line because there is no panoramic possibility given the narrowness of the roads. The second 
reason is connected to giving spectators the visual experience of the miniature, and at the same time 
of the rhizome; that is, of territorial expansion. The extreme vision of an enormous extension, generated 
by the agglutination of miniscule spatial elements, is tremendously perturbing. Hence my images always 
seek out large formats which at the same time show multi-colored spaces. Paradoxically, this presenta-
tion is more “real” since I represent a whole set of shacks one by one, as they were arranged, and not 
the fragmented, individual vision we are all familiar with. It is true that I have worked on the inside of the 
favelas, but whenever I have entered the shacks my project response has been reorganization and the 
generation of three-dimensional prototypes to substitute them. Indeed I hope that some of these modular 
strategies may be applied empirically, and a great deal of my energy is applied in this direction. But we 
cannot forget that, when you cross the threshold of a residence, however precarious it may be, even 
though its wall compartments are no more than curtains, you are entering a measurable, domestic reality, 
and this produces a huge respect within me. 

Courtesy Galeria Max Estrella, Madrid.
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